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Abstract 

We have recently complctcd a new modular systelrl for acr~lrate  ~lleasurrIrlcllts of 
phasc noise in oscillators, amplifiers, frcquerlcy syntllcsizcr~, arlrl passive rnllrpon~nts. 
This new system is capable of m~asilring the phasr noise at carrier frrcli~rrlsies froin 
5 MHz to  1.5 GHz, 1.5 to 26 GHz, and 33 t o  50 CiIIx. O t h ~ r  frcqucncy ranges can bv 
measured using external mixers to corlvcrt the  signals into one of the. almvc frequcury 
ranges. The analysis bandwidths vary frorrr 0.1 IIx t o  10% of the carrier frcqucrlcy 111) 
to a maxilnum of about 1 GHz. Extcrlsivc irltcrrl:~l r:~lil)r;jt ion  of the systclll is uscd 
to  correct for all gain variations with ari:~lysis frt~cl~~carrry inrllliling phase-lockcci- loor) 
and cahle-loss effects. We have also inrlilcieti ;i pr~r i s inn  noise source to calibr:ltr t h r .  
spcctsal density funrtlolla of the spectrulrr analyzcrs. A s  a 1r;n.t of this lrroSr;jI11 we 
have developed a method for detesrrlirii~lg the 1)i:is~s in the various spcctrulrl allalyxcrs 
as a function of noisc type and tlre confidence of tllp s p ~ r t r a l  drnsity estirrlatcs. Wc, 
also investigate the effect of amplitude noisc and phase delays or1 phase lloisr 1rlr.a- 
surcmcnts. The comhirxation of all t,hese feat1rrr.s makcs it  possible, urldt:r f;lvorald~ 
conditions, to  measure phase noise in varioiis signal handling conlpollcrlts alrtl sources 
to  an  accuracy of 1 dB over very wide analysis bandwidtils. Detailrlci clcscriptionx of 
the new ralibratiorl procedures, ixlcluding a sarnple tal)lt of ilncrrtailltics, are give11. 
High accilracy determinations of phase 11oisc car] 1)t. i~rtvl i o rornpilte ar rlira tr vahics 
of short-term, time-domain freqrlrllcy stability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We have developed a ncw concept for the nleasilrernerlt cjf phase noise ofrerir-ig rr lr~c: t l  t~ighc:r :ic:curacy 
and bandwidth than was possible using prcvious a p p r ~ ; i c : h c s ; ~ - . ~ : .  This  ncw approach makes it  possible 
t a  measure phasc noisc over bandwidths that  approach of the carricr f'rcq~.~t:ncv ( I I ~  t o  a rr~tixirnurn 

frequency of about 1 GHz) with arl ac:r:rlrac:y that (:X(:(:C~F; 1 dl3 ilridcr mc~st concljtic~ns. Thc widc 
bandwidths and the higher accuracy are necessary t o  ,zdc~lr~:it,c:ly ;:h:irac:t.c:rixc: ricw utjull.)nle:lt i.~sed in 
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very wide bandwidth communication, navigation, and measurement systems. To achieve these new 
goals, i t  was necessary to  develop a method to  calibrate virtually every aspect of the measurement 
process, to  reconsider the effects of residual amplitude noise, and to  examine the confidence of spectral 
estimates for non-white noise. 

11. MODEL OF A NOISY SIGNAL 

Equation 1 shows the simple model of the signal of a source where the frequency fluctuations arc very 
small compared t o  the average frequency, vo and the fluctuations in the amplit~rde are very small 
compared to  the average amplitude, V,. The amplitude variations are incorporated into t ( t )  and the 
phase or frequency fluctuations are incorporated into q ! ~ ( t ) [ ~ ~ ~ l :  

The phase noisc of such a source is ofkcn expressed in terms of S q ( f ) ,  the spectral derisity of phase 
fluctuations. S4( f )  can be understood as t h e  onc-sided, mean-squared phase fluctuation, S+"(f), 
measured a t  a Fourier frequency separation, f ,  from the carrier in a measurerrlcrit baridwidth RW. 

Equations 3 and 4 show the relationship between S4( f )  and several commonly used expressions for 
frequency or phase fluctuation. L(vo - f )  is the single-sideband phase noise a t  a frequency, f ,  below 
the carrier while L(vo + f )  is the single sideband noise at  a frequency, f ,  above the carrier. There 
may be contlitions under which the upper sideband is riot equal to t,hc lowcr sidcbantl. Sv(f) is the 
spectral density of fractional frequency fluctuations. 

These measures fully characterize the random variations of the phase of a precision source. 'The 
time domain charactcrization of the frequency fluctuations arc usoally r:xI)rc~ssccl i r ~  tcrrrls of the 
Allan variance, cr: ( r )  , or the modified Allari variance, Mocl r r i  (r) . Rot, 11 variances can he accurizt,cl y 
determined by an integration of S, ( f )  or equivalently Sg ( f )  as shown below, where the rneasurernent 
time is n times the minimum measurement time, T O ,  and f h  is the measurement bandwidth. An 
accuracy of 1 dl3 in determining S$(f) corrcsparlds to  about 10% accuracy i n  dctrrmining mY(r )  or 
Mod uY(r) .  Numerical integration tcchniqucs have bcen uscd to cxt,cnd carlicr work ant1 calculate 
the ratio of Mod u i ( r )  to  0i(r) for all the common noise types found in oscillators and rncasurcrncnt 

systems as shown in Figure 1[7-111. This makes it possible to transform from a,(r) to Mod B ~ ( T )  and 
back for virtually any value of n. Mod a,(r) averages the high-frequency-phase-noise cornpor~ents 
of white-phase and flicker-phase noise faster than u,(r). This can be very useful in measuring the 
long-term of a source which has high frequency noisc cornponcnt,s(4-DI. Thc inversion of 
cr, ( r )  or Mod a, ( r )  to  obtain S4( f )  has relatively poor precision d ~ l c  t,o t,lic i r ~  t,cyal r~at~urc: o f  t,hc tirne 
domain measures. These inversions are 



sin4 (n f n ~ o ) ]  'I2 and 

(nf  n d 2  

Equation (6) can be simplified17] to: 

Generally, the effect of the time variations on the signal amplituclc., V ( t ) ,  as charact,erizcc~ t)y the power 
spectral density of amplitude fluctuations, S,(f), are ignnrctl i r l  the rneasurement, of S4(,f). However, 
S,(f) often sets the lower limits for thc measurement of acitletl r~oistl in devices and in dct,crmining 
the noise floor of measurement systems. S,(f) is given by 

10LogS" (f) ((lRc/Hz) 

where Sc2(f) is the mean-squared amplitude f l~~ct~uat ion measured at, a For~ricr frequency separat,ion, 
f ,  from the carrier in a measurcrrlcrlt bandwidth, HW. 

111. PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of our ncw modular phase noise-rr~c:zsurcrnent system for rrleasuring 
phase noise in oscillators, amplifiers, frequency synthesizers and other devices. As prcsuntly configured, 
three front end units cover the bands of 5 to  1500 Mllz, 1.5 to 26 GIIz, and 33 to  50 GTIz. Other 
frequency ranges can be easily added by the installation of cat)lcs wliich carry thc appropriate reference 
frequencies as discussed below, or by usirlg external mixers tn hekroclyr~c: the frequencies i n t o  the range 
of one of the three present front ends. Usirlg this latter approach rriakcs it possible tn extcr~cl the  range 
to cover the entire millimeter range and most lascr frequencies as well. 

All three front ends feature directional couplers for coritinuous ~ n n n i t o r i n ~  of the frequency or power 
of the input signals. They also have internal phase shifters for us? 111 making r~~clasurernents of thc 
noise floor or the phase added by signal handling components. T t~ r  power rneter covers 100 kIlz to 50 
GHz while the countcr covers 0.001 IIz to 26 GHz. The rrlodulation rcf(,rc,r~c:c. source covers 0.1 Hz to 
1 GHz. The low-phase-noisc frrquency reference has outputs at  5 .  I(], 100, N x 500 MHz (I 5 N < 
30), 10.6 GHz, 21.2, GHz and 42.4 Gllz .  Thcrc is also a low noisr frrq~rt,rlcy ~ynthesizrr  which cover 
10 kHz to  1.28 GHz. 



The system can be run manually from the front panels of the various instr~lrnents or run from an AT- 
compatible microprocessor. The microprocessor makes it easy t o  perform a wid(: var i~t~y of calibrations, 
to  correct for variations in the various instrumerlts over the frequency range of intcrt:st,. As with 
previous systems, a mixer is used t,o transform phase variations to  voltage variat,ions that  are measured 
by various spectrum The signal from the mixer in each of thc front cnds is switched 
to  a common amplifier that  has several output channels. Each is optimized to drivt: a particular 
measurement instrument. There are three spectrum analyzers, a 100 MIIz digital osci1lasco~)c and 
a multipurpose counter. By far the most difficult task is to determine, with an accuracy of 0.5 dB, 
the sensitivity of the mixer for converting small phase variations to  voltage variations for Fourier 
frequencies from dc to  about 1 GHz. In previous approaches the mixer calibration was accomplished 
with amplifiers that  were very flat with frequency and by  calibrating the mixer conversion sensitivity 
using the beat frequency This is possible for Fourier frequencies wIiic11 arc "cry small 
compared t o  the carrier, but extremely difficult a t  higher Fouricr frcc~l~cncies due to the dependence 
of the reactive impedance of the mixers on termination and source charxtcristics[2]. O u r  ncw method 
overcomes this difficulty. 

IV. BASIC MEASUREMENT PROCESS 

The first step in the measurcmcnt, of phase noise bct,wren t,wo oscillakors is to  adjust the input drive 
levcls of the signal and reference channels to  between +13 and +23 dRrr~. Next, we use t,hc heat 
frequency method to  calibrate the absolute sensitivity for trar~sforrr~ir~g srr~all variat,ions in phase to  
voltage variations a t  the output of thc scope channel shown in Figure 3. The period of one beat cycle 
(277 rad) is determined using the digital oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is then used to  digitize the beat 
signal and determine the average slope a t  approximately f 0.05 radians o f  t t ~ o  zt:ro crossing. The 
oscilloscope channel uses a relatively low-gain (22 dB) opcrat,ior~al arxiplifier with high slewing rate 
and dynamic range. This measurement is done a t  a low bcat frrqr~rnry whrrc the frequency response 
of both the mixer and the amplifier is constant. The sensitivity at  thc outpr~t, or t , h ~  osc.illoscope 
channel is just 

We measure both the positive-going and the negative-going zero crossings to verify that they are 
equal to  better than 10%. If they are not the same the mixer may be darnagccl or t,hr:rc rrla,y be 
significant injection pulling which would invalidate the slope rr~cas~~rc:rr~t:r~t,s. 'I't~c injcction pulling 
can be reduced by increasing the beat frequency. When thc beat, signal is noisy, it is averaged with 
the digital oscilloscope to  improve the precision of the measurement. Typic:a l l y, t,  11 is rr~c;~surcrrient is 
accurate to better than I%, which corresponds to f 0.09 d B  in the determination of S+(f). 

The tuning sensitivity of one of the oscillators is thcn dct,crrnined using the counter and a pro- 
grammable, voltage-bias source. This measurement, along wjt,h {,he dctcrmination of kd, is used 
to  calculate the appropriate gain and integration times to  close the phase lock loop (PLL). The dc 
output voltage from the mixer, divided by kd, yields the phasc deviation from quadrature. This phase 
offset is continuously monitored to  verify that  it does not exceed 0.1 rad. If this l i n ~ i t ,  is cxccrtlcd, 
an error message is sent to  the operator. The phase noise data  arc also tagged with the peak phase 
deviation during the entire run. This is intended to  help in the dctect,ion of Iargc phase excur:;ions 
during the mcasurcmcnts which would invalidate the data. 



Once the phase lock is executed and the phase deviations from quadrature arc vcrifird to be less 
than h 0.1 rad, a special phase modulator is used to  determine the relative gains of all the amplifiers 
over the entire range of Fourier frequencies of interest. A schematic diagram of the phase rnodulator, 
which is used in each front end to  generate phase rnodulation on the reference carrier signal, is shown 
in Figure 4. A small portion of the input carrier signal is coupled into a processing channel using 
a directional coupler. This signal is phase shifted, bi-phase amplit~rdc-xnodulat,ed using a double 
balanced mixer, and reinserted into the carrier. If the phase shift is snch LhaL the rcinscrtcd signal is 
a t  precisely 90" t o  the carrier, the resulting modulation is phase rnodlllation with negligible amplitude 
modulation. This is illustrated by the vector diagram in Figure 2 .  This special conrlition of nearly 
pure phase modulation is obtained in practice by monitoring the signal after thc phase rnodulator and 
actively adjusting the phase shift until the amplitude modulation is rninirnizcd. This clirninates the 
need to  actually measure the phase shift. The adjustment need orily l e  rr~ade at  tkic beginning of a 
measurement, since i t  is very stable. 

Figure 5 shows the variation in the amplitude of the phase modulation torics int,rotluccd by three 
phase modulators of the type shown in Figure 4 as a function of the frequency of the rnodulation. 
This figure shows that  it is possible to insert phase rnodulation tones (011 the carrier) that  are constant 
in amplitude t o  f 0.5 d B  from dc up to  5 to 40% of the carriclr frt:qricncy. The differcrlce in performance 
is evidently related to  the standing-wave ratio introduced by the cor~~poncnts. 

To calibrate the relative gains of the various measurernerit chanricls, t hc  frcqucncy of the modulation 
is swept over the range of Fourier frequencies of interest, and the response of the various rrlcasorcrrrcnt, 
instruments is recorded. The ratio of the response of the instrurrlents is then the relative gain. This 
corrects for frequency-dependent effects in the mixer and amplifiers, the effect of the P1,L or1 the low 
frequency gains, cable losses, and even errors in the intmnal-vnltagc refcrencrs of Ihe instruments. 
Since the absolute response of the oscilloscope channel was deternlinccl abovr, using thc hcat  frcqucncy 
method, the sensitivity of all the other channels car1 bc calculated. The repeatability of thc measure- 
ment of the relative gains of the amplifiers and their measurement instruments is typically better than 
f 0.02 dB up to  32 MHz and about + 0.2 dR u p  to 0.5 GHa. 

The spectral density function of the low-frequency spectrum analyzer is verified using the noise source 
shown in Figure 6 where the output is proportional to t>he Johnson noise from a metal-film resistor. The 
gains of the amplifiers are determined to  0.05 dB frorri the ratios oi  rc,sist,ors. 'I'hc r~nisc: tlcnsit,y output 
is known to f 0.14 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz ,  A t  higher frequencies the noise gain of the amplifiers 
becomes important and is compensated to  0.2 dB out to  100 kHz. Figure 7 shows a calibration of 
the spectral density function of the low-frequency spectrurrl analyzer for several different window 
functions[12]. The Hanning window has proven to  be the most suitable for rrlertsurir~~ r~aise whilc 
the ((Flattened-Peak window" is best suited for the measurement of discrete peaks[l2]. The primary 
uncertainty in the 20 Hz to  20 kHz region is the temperature; i 10 K corresponds t o  % 0.14 dR 
in the noise density. The effect of the input-noise current and addetl-noise volt,agt: of Lhc axrlplifier 
is determined by measuring the output-noise density for input ternlinations of 10' ohms, 220 pF in 
parallel with 44 x lo6 ohms and a short. This noise source can bc injcctc.cl ir~t,o t h c  o u t  p ~ l t  of t,ho mixer 
and used with the relative gains to  vcrify the measurement bandwidths of the other two spectrum 
analyzers. 

The next step in the process is to  measure the noise voltage on the three spectrurn analyzers. This 
data  is stored and later scaled by the relative gains and measurement bandwidtlis to o l t a i r ~  S4(f). 
The statistical confidence of the data  is calculated using the method outlined previollsly[121. For the 



interval is virtually independent of the noise type (if the first few channels are neglected), and is given 

by 

where S is the true spectral density, S, the measured spectral density, and N the number of indepen- 
dent samples averaged together. For the other spectrum analyzers, which use swceping techniques, 
the confidence interval is roughly the square root of the ratio of the measurement bandwidth, before 
the detector, to the smoothing bandwidth. Accurate determinations of the confiderlce intervals for 
specific instruments can be obtained using[12]. 

V. CORRECTIONS FOR NOISE FLOOR, 3-CORNER HAT 

The above procedure determines only the phase noise BETWEEN the two oscillators plus the noise 
floor of the measurement system, and does not, by itself, determine the noise of either oscillator. All 
we can say with certainty is that the phase noise of both oscillators is less than the rrieasured value. 
To determine the phase noisc of each unit, it is necessary to evaluate several addit,innal tcrrris which 
contribute to the apparent phase noise as shown in equation [Ill and tm rncasurc both of thc oscillators 
against another source of nearly equal noise performance. 

where [A$A(f) - A + B ( ~ ) ~ ]  is the mcan-squared phase fluctuations between the two ports of the mixer 
and the three V, terms represent the amplitude noise of the mixer, the amplifier, and low pass filter, 
and the noise of the spectrum analyzer scaled by the amplifier gain. SVA(f)  is the amplitudc noisc of 
source A and p i  is the sensitivity of the mixer for converting arnplit,udc noisc into voltage noise a t  the 
output of the mixer. SvB(f)  represents similar terms for source B. For simple oscillators the amplitude 
noise of a source is generally no worse than the phase noise. This condition docs riot necessarily hold 
true for complex systems with automatic leveling circuits. Eqnation 1111 can be simplified to 

The noise floor of the measurement system whcn driven by source A alone ( A  = B) is given by 

S$(f)l~oire Floor :' S m ~ ( 2 " f  ~ d ~ , ~ ~ ) ~  -1- ki -1-  s v A ( f ) ~ ;  + Sm(f),p3 

where Sd(f)lp, is the added phase noise of the power splitter. 

The term resulting from the phase difference between the two ports of the mixer drop out except for 
a new term which results from the 90" phase difference (between the ports) that is necessary for thc 



mixer t o  operate properly. This results in a dephasing of the phase noise of the source between the 
two ports of the mixer. The portion of the source appearing across the mixer increases as j and has 

the character of a delay-line, phase-noise-measurement system. This term is very important in wide- 
band, phase-noise-measurement systems, and is only 16 dl3 below the source noise for f = vo/lO, and 
r = l/(4vo). The noise floor is also dependent on the amplitude noise of the delay source scaled by 
the conversion sensitivity of mixer. 

Figure 8 shows one approach to measuring amplitude noisc. The conversion sensitivity of the diode 
detector and the amplifier gain can be determined a t  a specific carrier frequency and power level using 
a substitute source that  can be amplitude modulated. If the amplitude modulation signal is of the 
form, 

V = V, [I + A, cos at] cos w t ,  

where the relative power a t  the modulation frequency a is ~ : / 2  assuming A ,  << 1 and a linear detector. 
The signal detected a t  the spectrum analyzer is 

A: 2 Output = TG ( a ) ~ i ~ ( v ~ ,  vO, (I), 

where ~ ~ ( a )  is the square of the voltage gain of the amplifier a t  frequency a, and K ~ ~ ( v o ,  VO, a) is 
the conversion sensitivity of the diode. S,(f) of the source of intcrcst is then determined using the 
same ~ ~ ( f )  and KL. The value of SVA(f) determined by this approach is an upper lirnit since it 
does not directly determine the noise contribution of the diode or the amplifier. 

The noise contribution of the amplifier can be determined by measuring th(: noise with no input signal. 
The measurements of the diode noise can sometimes be determined by comparing the results of several 
low-noise sources. Thesc measurements are used to  determine SVA ( f) , SVR (f) and estimate V, (f) . 

Table 1 shows the pair measurement of the phase noise of a frequency synthcsizcr against a low-noise 
quartz oscillator a t  5 MHz. The amplitude noisc was rncasurcd using the scherne shown in Figure 
8. At low Fourier frequencies the amplitude noise is lowcr than the phase noise. However, a t  higher 
Fourier frequencies, the amplitude noise is higher than the phase noise. When the noisc floor of the 
measurement system was measured, the noise floor was relatively high. By dt:tcrtnining the rriixer 
sensitivity for converting amplitude noise into output-voltage noise we could approximate the noise 
floor from the measured amplitude noise by S,(f)lnPi. This shows that ,  in sorric circu~ristanccs, it is 
the amplitude noise and not the phase noise of the source that  limits differential measurements such 
as the system noise floor or the phase noisc: added by a component. 

The relative contributions of sources A and B to  the pair measurer~lent of equation 12  is determined by 
measuring both sources against another source, C .  The phasc noise of C should be roughly comparable 
or lower in phase noise than those of A or L3. Equation 16 shows how these mcasuremcnts can be 
combined with measurements of the noise floor and the amplitude noise to  yield an unbiased estimate 
of S4(f) for source A. 

Table 2 shows the results of a precise calibration of the phase noise chf a 100 MIIz frequency synthesizer 
against a low-noise quartz oscillator. The analysis covers thc range from 32 Hz to 10 MIIz or 10% of 



the carrier frequency. The column showing modulation level indicates the modulation level detected on 
the two spectrum analyzers used for this calibration. The absolute sensitivity of the mixer multiplied 
by the gain of the oscilloscope channel at 100 Hz was 12.8 dB. The difference between the gain of the 
oscilloscope channel and the FFT  channel was 14.3 dB. Combining these caliLrations yields the v- CL 1 ues 
for the pair measurements of Sg(f). Also listed is the amplitude noise of the frequency synthesizer 
(source A) .  The sensitivity of the mixer for converting the amplitude noisc into output noise was -25.3 
dB. When this is combined with the measured amplitude noisc, the result is much below the measured 
phase noise. This result indicates that amplitude noise has negligible affect on the phase noise of these 
measurements. Direct measurements of the noise floor of the system, using the synthcsizcr ae, the 
driving source, indicate that the noise floor of the system also has negligible effect on the rr~easurcd 
~ h a s e  noise. Measurements of the phase noise against another source show that the phase noise of 
the synthesizer is 20 to 30 dB above the noise of the crystal oscillator (sourcc I?). Thc last column 
shows the final result of calibration. The uncertainties in the various steps o f  the calibration are 
listed in Table 3. The combination of these uncertainties is approxirnatcly k 1 clR. Thc differences 
between columns 4 and 7 for Fourier frequencies of 50, 70, and 100 k l h  are indicative of the statistical 
uncertainties of the noise spectral density measurements frorn the two channt:ls. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have outlined a new concept for the measurement of phase noise which features an accuracy of 
1 dB under most conditions, and analysis bandwidths of approxirnately 10% of the carrier frequency 
up to a maximum of 1 GHz. A model which contains all the known contributions to the uncertainties 
in the measurement of phase noise is presented. This new approach uses a new type of ultra-flat 
phase modulator to determine all of the frequency dcpendcnt changcs in the rcsponsc of thc mixer, 
the various amplifiers, cable losses, and even the internal calit~ration of the spcctrurn analyzers. The 
role of amplitude noise in the sources is also examined. It is shown that under some circumstances 
(especially differential measurements such as the noise floor of a system or the phase noise added by 
a signal processing component) the amplitude noise of the sources limits the ability to measure phase 
noise. It was also shown that when measuring the added phase noise of signal-handling components, 
the dephasing due to the 90" phase shift needed to operate the mixer in a linear region, limits the 
cancellation of the phase noise of the source. Combining all of thcsc fcat~~rcs ,  wc arc ablc, undcr 
most conditions, to determine the phase noise of signal sources and signal handling components t,o an 
accuracy of 4 1 dB. 
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Table 1. 

MEASUREMENTS OF Sd(f) @ 5 MHz SYNTHESIZER VS OSCTLLATOR 

sv ( f )  I A B  S v ( f ) l ~  P ~ A  Measured 
Noise Floor 

(dBc/Hz) (dBc/Hz) (dBc/Hz) 

f 
( H z  

S+ ( f )  ~ A B  

(dB R e 1  ~ a d ~ / ~ z )  



T a b l e  2 .  

PIElLSUREPIEHTS OF S+ (F)  @ 100 KHz SYNTHESIZER VS OSCILLAMR 
- 

RESULT 

Mod Hod 
f Noise level S + ( f ) A B  Nogse level S g  ( f )AB S V A ( f )  Pi S v , ( f )  0: S+ (f )AB 

( H z )  (dBV/Hz) (dBV) (rad2/kIz) (dBV/Hz) ( dBV) (rad2 /Hz) (dBc/Hz) (dB) (dBV/Hz ) (~ad'/Hz) (ltadz /Hz) 

NOISE FLOOR AM NOISE 0 .050  t o  32 MHz SA 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz SA 



Table 3. Table of Uncertainties 

EFFECT OFFSET 

Spectral density 0 
function of 100 
kHz Spect. Analy. 

Spectral density 0 
function of 32 
MHz Spect.Analy. 

Determination of See Table 3. 
mixer sensitivity 

Relative gains See Tablc. 2 
of amplifiers 

Linearity of 100 0 
kHz Spect. Analy. 

Linearity of 32 0 
Mhz Spect. Analy. 

Statistical 
confidence of 
data 

Contribution of 
system noise 
floor 

unfolding 
3 corner hat 

Contribution of 
residual hM 

UNCERTAINTY (dB) 

0.2 



FUTURE PLANS 

This paper is essentially a progress report on the development of the two new hydrogen masers. More 
comprehensive results will be reported at  a later date, when all the final electronic circuits are in use. It 
is planned to  obtain frequency stability data under free-running conditions and with the two different 
tuning systems before deciding which system gives rise to  the best long term frequency stability. After 
this decision is made the masers will be incorporated into the NRC time scale as clocks. 
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VACUUM 
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T H E R M A L  
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R E S O N A N T  
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K I N E M A T I C  
MOUNTS 

Fig. 2. Detail of  cavity rcgiorl showi~lg ~hc rma l  shiclds and kinematic supports. 

, HEXAPOLE 
COLLl  MATOR 

Fig. 3. Dctail oS vacuum seal to thc hydrogcn source. Thc seal is shown in proccss o C  asscrn l~ l :~ .  
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Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram of thc niascr rccciver. 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of system designed to produce beats hclwccn thc masers. 



Fig. 6. Output power of rnascr H4 as a function of linewidth. 

Fig. 7. Prclirninary frcqucncy stability data. 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

ALBERT KIRK, JPL: How do yo11 introduce the hydrogen into the dissocin.tor bulb and what kind 
of seal d o  you use there? 

MR. MORRIS: We use a palladium leak which is brazed on and then copper sea.1~ are used. 

MR. KIRK: Copper seals between the  palladium and the glassware? 

MR. MORRIS: There is a metal-glass seal and then the stainless steel tubi r~g seal wit,h copper rings 
seal t o  the palladium leak. 

FRED WALLS, NIST: Do you have any magnetic shielding between the  sour.cc and the stfate selector 
and the  entrance to  the magnetic shields around the cavity? 

MR. MORRIS: No, we don't. We have a coil tha t  can be act,ivated if necessal-y in the region between 
the source and the underside of the magnetic shields. We haven't really had a cllance to look at  ally effects 
yet, but  a quick look at, applying reasonable currents, seemed to show no change in oscillation level. 

DAVID ALLAN, NIST: The turn up in  the 0 vs. T curve, was that  cavity pi~ll ir~g or do you know 
what be the  cause? 

MR. MORRIS: We had no temperature control on the masers, there were cables all over the place. 
I t  was just t o  get an  initial look a t  how t8hey were working. We don't have t,he proper receivers in  operation 
yet, either. 




